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The Great Depression changed the country in a number of ways. The economic loss, the low

employment, and the overall hurt demonor of those who inhabited it was unprecedented.

However with big problems comes big solutions and President Roosvelt had solutions to spare.

The policies established during this time were complicated and are still often debated today if

they were as revolutionary as once thought. However one thing can be certain, and that's these

new deals often echo through our current policies today. We still use some of FDR's policies and

some people today in the country rely on them. However one of these policies and it's

administration isn't around today, and is barely spoken about. The National Youth Administration

was made to help the youth during the Great Depression and it claims it did just that. However

what if at the same time, it didn't? When speaking about the Great Depression it's so often easy

to lose yourself in the topic of policies enactment and the working class that you often forget the

issues pertaining to race. So in the conversation of the National Youth Administration (NYA) you

can believe it helped the kids, but what if it didn't help the black kids? When reading about this

history yourself, you can't help but to feel like the sole promise the NYA held, wasn't extended to

the black youth of the country. And for that it's safe to say that maybe they actually did not help.

Because racism and segregation was so prevalent during the time, the National Youth

Administration did the bare minimum in providing for black youth and that instantly transpires

for not doing enough, and not helping.

To have this debate, one must first have a clear understanding of what exactly the National

Youth Administration was and what they intended to do. The NYA was established in President

Franklin D. Roosevelt's words "To initiate and administer a program of approved projects which

shall provide relief, work relief, and employment for persons between the ages of sixteen and

twenty-five years who are no longer in regular attendance at a school requiring full time, and
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who are not regularly engaged in remunerative employment."
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students given this fund went from 2.5% to 7.4%.15 This percentage barely covered half of the

15.3% of black youths relief population.16 To be more specific, the article also argues that the

way the NYA determined these numbers did not add up appropriately. The NYA required that

"Negro aided shall not be less than the proportion Negros are of the total population aided."17

This seems well executed however it's important to note that the total population is a relatively

small number compared to the actual percentage of black youths in the relief population.

Meaning, those black youths that are being helped are not the same number as those black youth

who should be helped. The article argues that the creatia should've been established on this rule,

since it would have broadcasted how most of the states'
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"Without NYA assistance, more than half of é [these] Negro college students would have found

it impossible to remain in school for an entire year."27 The article also argues that black youths

were adequately represented in the NYA and that those black students who were in the program

were extremely grateful and felt

that the programs actually did help, even going as far to cite some of the black students and their

experiences.28 The article also recalls that while there was segregation present, black students

and white students still made the same earnings.29 The article seems to be a love letter to the

NYA, specifically the Georgia division ,only focusing on the accomplishments the NYA

achieved but not necessarily the numbers in a more broad context. Because of this, a heavy fault

is in the article. While it is important to note the NYA did help black youths, taking it out of

context to strengthen the argument isn't a fair reasoning on whether or it helped to the fullest of

its capabilities. The article barely discusses actual numbers of blacks students being helped, only

what the black students did. The article also argues heavily on the leadership side of things,

bringing up those incharge and their want for more diversity and values for black youths to be

present. That doesn't excuse the fact that black youths still were being given relief at a

disproportionate rate. It is respectable that the NYA gave these black students such opportunities,

but it is also not enough because those that were helped were a small fraction of the percentage.

Only paying attention to what the NYA accomplished isn't going to help this debate of whether

the NYA did enough, because it would be easy to argue that they did enough because they helped

black students, but when comparing to numbers and social standpoints of the time, it was in fact

not enough.

29 Ibid, 738.
28 Ibid, 739.

27 Ibid.
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deciding factors and positions, the NYA was ultimately hurt when considering the fullest

potential it had to help black youths of the country. The bare minimum is not revolutionary, and

it is not something to be praised of.

Despite this conclusion, credit should still be given where it's due. Most recounts of the

NYA by black youths who were helped seemed to be fairly positive. It was a genius concept to

have a program dedicated to what is usually considered to be a limbo age and a often forgotten

group of the Great Depression. These children not only had their jobs ripped away from them

like so many others, they lost their schooling too, and in most cases they lost their family when

they had to leave and look for work elsewhere. Something had to be done in order to help these

children and the NYA seemed like it could've and for most white youths, it did. However it did

not extend to black youths, and for that reason we can not call it fair and we can not say it did the

best it could have. Oftentimes, accountability is want ẁlinicat itt me thet reat Mᵀӏblack"!ӏנҿQ
poogram  ntill bite dlack ymelooemḖNar

nɁpersἨntnics thӏbӏbor ayᴧ en o

Nhersswhll bllay  ce mirdswhrk ehӏbhӏbnd feeacsetheyocecod ntiwhs uot exƄutThesOY Acould've aone ihat re∫aot iid    and for .
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and fix it in its entirety do we get change, and after our long and painful history, change is what

we need.
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